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Updated Sept. 2013 with iOS 7 TipsAre you an iPad Mini owner looking to get the most out of your
tablet? Perhaps you're looking for solutions to certain questions you've had about the new tablet
such as how to use Siri, print documents, take pictures or video with the camera, use FaceTime, or
use different web browsers? Well, this guide is here to help you with all those questions and plenty
of great tips to truly unleash the power of your tablet!Hi, Iâ€™m Shelby Johnson, a technology
enthusiast and iPad Mini owner. With this new tablet, I absolutely love its many standard features
and capabilities, but have found there is so much more that can be done with this amazing gadget.
Iâ€™ve learned a lot of great things about the iPad Mini and want to help others get the most out of
theirs.I've developed this guide book to help you learn more about your device, including tips and
tricks to really unlock and unleash the possibilities with the tablet.Hereâ€™s just some of the great
info in this book:- Getting started with the iPad Mini- Using Siri- Choosing iCloud storage vs. device
storage- Setting up parental controls- Setting up and using wireless networks- Printing from iPad
Mini using AirPrint or other methods- Syncing iPad Mini to iTunes- Taking photos with the iPad MiniFinding the most useful apps- Choosing iPad Mini accessories to enhance your experienceYouâ€™ll
learn all of the above and more in this book which features color screenshots straight from the iPad
Mini and step-by-step instructions on the processes involved in unleashing more powerful features
of the tablet! This is a must-have eBook to get for any iPad Mini user who wants to take their device
to the next level!Please note this book is for owners of the American version of the iPad Mini tablet
sold in the United States.
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This is the best iPad user manual around!I'm an older lady and I bought an iPad Mini last week.
Unfortunately, nothing made sense to me. My friend suggested I get a user manual and I stumbled
upon this book. It has helped me so much in navigating the iPad Mini and learning how to maximize
its potential.I highly recommend this book to anyone who feels like technology is moving too fast
and they just want to figure it out! I've read a lot of other manuals and once again, this was the
easiest to understand. I'm hoping they will publish more manuals in the future when other gadgets
come out!New loyal reader,D. Harris

I chose this book because I had no prior experience on an ipad. The information was put in very
simple terms & helped me to get an overall picture of what my ipad could do. I would recommend it
to anyone who has no prior experience with an ipad.

I had also bought one of the dummies books. This one is much more simplistic and gives me
somewhat of a basis for delving into the dummies book. This book tells you the "real" basics and is
a really good starting platform for the person like me who loves the idea of a tablet but had no idea
how one works. This book is a real keeper.

Amazing little book filled with easy to follow and simplified instructions for my new mini iPad.I've
used "Dummies" books for pc's and the difference is less complicated and easy to follow.Kudos to
the author for this User's Guide.

Rarely most guides don't cover everything that you would want to know about a device; therefore, it
is correct not to stick to just one guide. This one filled some voids not treated on others.

I keep re-reading this book. I have not learned how to use with iPad completely. The instructions

were very clear and the pictures were very helpful. I love this book.

This guide is plainly written and easy to follow. I learned so much about my ipad mini, even though I
have had it for a year

This brief introductory guide to the iPad Mini explains its use in simple language with easy
instructions. Learn how to add and delete applications as well as write messages and listen to
music. Very basic guide good for beginners. No explanation of theory behind use, just clear
instructions on making the most of your Mini. Recommended.
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